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Several methods of predicting the lift of wings in submnic COJB
pressible flow were coropsredwith experhmmt. An experimental verifica–
tion of Kkplm~ e fornnilafor the effect of compressibility on the lift
of wTng sections was obtahd.
Semiempiricalformulas were developed for predicting the subsonic
effects of aompr-essibflityon the lift of finite-spsn w3ngs based.on
corrections to the section lift-curve slope. These semiempiricsl
formulas yielded better agreement with experhuent than previously
derived theoretical methods. The agreement at mall. sweep angles was
slightly better when thiclmess was ccmsidered in the semiempirical
foInniLas.
Both
mriat ion
experhents and calculations indicated a decrease h the
of 1323 with Mach nunder for increasing sweep.
INTRODUCTION
The effect of compressibility on the lift of finite-spsn wings has
been extensively discussed in previous papers (references1, 2, and 3,
for exmple ). These papers discuss compressibility effects in terms
of an affine transformationbased on small~erlmrbation theory herein
referred to as the three—Mmens ional Randtl transformation. The
application of the three-dimnsimsl. Rrandtl transfomat i.cmto the
lifting-Mne theory of unswept wings is discussed in references 1 and 2.
An application of Weiss
T
r8s a~roximate lift~urface theory of .
wtogs of arbitrary sweep reference k) is discussed b reference 3.
When campared with eqerkt, these efisting methods did not yield
entirely satisfactoryresults.
Kaplan (reference~) has shown that including the thiclmess of a
two-dimensional airfoil in calculations of the effect of compressibility
on the lift results h appreciable effect at high subsonic Mach numbers.
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thickness fn the three-dimensional case consequently may
appreciable effect. Rather formidable mathematical
are encountered In any rigorous attempt to consider the
a finite-span W@ in subscmic coqressille flow. To
attempt an approxilnate sd.aptaticmof Khplan*s G&tlmensional solutim
to finite-span wings therefore seems reasonable. ~ the present paper
such an approximate adqtation of lG3plen~sresults to swept and unswept
Will.@ iS obtained. The method is based on 13f’ting+mrface theory (refer-
ence 6). Available test data are compared tith the present method, as
well as with semr&L other methods which
thlclmess.
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FA swee~ factor
K = ~FA
The Lift of
13hplen(reference5) has
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Two+MIIIenEimal wings
presented a method’wherely the effect of
airfoil thiclmess can be considered in the celculatim of the lift of a
twtilmensionel tig at an engle of attack. Kaplan~s formula for the
effect of compressibility on lift is
.
+=$
The effect of
perameter X
thiclmess is included in ~is formla %y’means of the
which relates the chord of the airfoil to the radius of
(1)
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the confomel circle in Theodorsen:s potential theory of arbitrsry
profiles (reference 7). As the airfoil thiclmess approaches zero, k
approaches zero and Khplan’s formnla can be seen to approach the Pmndtl
(or Glauert) factor, which is
The mmiatims of section
NACA 66,1–u5 airfoil ma
(=’)
lift-curve slope with Mach number for the
for the same airfoil with a beveled trailing
edge (m6dels 1 and 2, table I) me shown-h figures 1 and 2, respectively
(from reference 8). Calculations app~Kaplan$s formla (equation (1))
and the Pmndtl factor (equation (2)) are also shown for comparison.
The short vertical lines on the curves of figures 1 and 2 indicate
the lower limit of the test data below which the experimental curve
is extrapolated to zero Mach nuder. Consideration of the thickness
(the I&plan method) Improves the agreament between theory and experiment.
Similar agreement is shown in figure 3 for an *foil approxhatlng the
NACA 0012-64 airfoil, designated as R4009 in reference 9, at zero sweep
(velocity of free abeam normal to wing span).
In reference 10, Jones tidicated that the effect of compressibility
on a swept two-dimensional wing is the same as on an unswept wing b a
stream of reduced Mach number Me, where
~=McosA (3)
Kaplenrs formula can thus be adapted directly to the two-dimensional
swept wing by deplmtig v by
“A= ~*$ = ~,*
(4)
Calculations made with this modification of Kaplanis formla, together
with experhental data end calculations made with the Prandtl
correction, are presented in figure 3 for the two-dimensional
NACA 0012~ airfoil (model 3, table I) at three angles of sweep.
The results tidicate that the foregoing method of predicting the effect
of compressibility on a two-dimensional swept wing produces good agree-
ment with experiment for A = 200 when thiclmess is considered. The
reason for the somewhat poorer agreement for A = 40° is not known.
Below the short vertical lties on
the eqerimental curve is exlzrapolated
~@IlrS fOZTDIL?h ill which VA iS Wed.
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the curves of figures 1, 2, and.3
to zero Mach mniber by means of
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The effect of compressibility on the”lift of’three+Umensions2 wings
is calculated by four different methods. All four methods stem from the
thre~nsional I&ndtl transformation. According to the three+tlmensional
Pmndtl transfomatim as set forth ti refermce 3, the effect of cow
presaibility on lift can be obtained by ticreasing by the factor ~
m
the lift for incompressibleflow of winge havhg equivalent aspect ratios
gimn by
.
end equivalent sweep pngles given by
Methods 1 and 2 are based on an interpretation of the three+hmmaional
Pmndtl tramfomation, which is strict~ correct only for unswept tigs
of high aspect ratio to which lifting-line theory is applicable. This
particular interpretationwas adapted for applicatim to tigs of moderate
asyect ratio with sweep because it afforded a simple, logical means
wherein a correctim for thickness based m Rkplan8s results (reference~)
could be applied. Methods 3 and k, however, are strict applications of
the three-dimensionalPrand.tltransformation. No logical or practical
method could be discovered for adapting a strict application of the three-
dimensional Pmndtl transformation to the purpose of accounting for the
effects of wing thiclmess.
Method 1.– Accord@ to referemce 1, if the t.bree-dimensional
Prandtl transformation is applied to liftmline theory, the lift-curve
slope of unswept wings is
(5) “
(5) also can”be written as
(6)
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Equation (6)shows, as has ~eaiiy~em observed in reference 2, that
for lift~l.ine theory the effect of compressibility can le accounted
for by shply udn.g the comect variatim of section lift+urve slope
with lkch number. Eqmticns (5) md (6) app~ rfgoro~ OIIQ to the
limitdng case of unswept _ having very hi@ aspect ratio. According
to reference 6, the ~urve slope of unswept -s in incompressible
flow can be oltmed more correctly than by Llftin&l_ theory from the
following equaticm
%
J%
=
AEe+a.& (7)
which is based on liftin.@_im theory but corrected according to lifting-
surface theory. The product AEe is shown h figure 4. H the effect
of compressibilib cm be assumed to be accounted for by correcting the
section lif%+urve slope, = h tie case of ~~. ~eoryj then
equatim (7) cen be written as
(8)
.
Wuation (8) is not a strict applicatim of the three-dimnsional Pmndtl
trensfomation because of the presence of the quantity Ee. The effect
of thickness cen be approximately inlzmluced into equation (8) as a
correction to the section lift-curve slope by substitut~ ~ for “P;
the resulting equaticm is
(9)
Reference D haa shown that the effect of sweep can be ‘approximately
accounted for in formzlas for the lift-curve slope of unswept fin.ite-
p X by titipwg the section lift+urve slope by the
factor cos A. H some new factor FA as as~d to ~co~t e~ctly
for sweep, then equation (9) cm be written to include m?eep, as fol.l~s:
&Aa FA
%a=
~F 57*3
‘e+k* ‘
.
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For a swept - the results of the ~ional analysis will be
used to aocount approdmately for the variation of compressibility effect
with sweep. For this purpofle & h eg~tf~ (10) ~ be based ~ PA
or, in other words, upon the component of lkch numibernormal to the
swept panel. Comparisons of equation (10) tith exper-t indicated
that best agreement resulted when A is defhed as the sweep of the
quarter-ohord line and k, as used in the equation for ~, corresponds
to the airfoil section normal to the qzarte~hord line.
Because ~A cannot be accurately evaluated from available theories
for aJl useful values of aspect ratio and sweep, equation (10) is
valuable lecause of tts ability to pretict the effect of compressildlity
au a wing for which low-speed experimental data are amilahle. The
qmntity qFA cm be ev%lhmted from the lmeed test condition and
is assumed to be independent of &ch nuniberin the subsonic range.
Equation (10) has been applied as hereti explahed and is cmpmed
with experimnt in fQures 5 to 19 as ~thOa 1. The short vertical lines
on the cmves of figures 5 to 19 indicate the lower limit of the test
data below which the eqerimental curve is extrapolated to zero Mach
number by means of method 1.
Method 2.– Method 2, which is identical to method 1 except that
L = O, is included h figures 5 to 19 in order to indicate the order
of magnitude of the effect introduced by thiclmess. When X = O, ~
is replaced”by ~ in equation (10), and the resulting equatimi is
Ek!QL3”– A strict”a lication of the thre
?
e-dimemional X’rsndtl
transformation (reference 3 to very thin unswept, or very slightly
swept, wings transfoms equation (7) to
Equation (H.) has been applied as a correction to low-speed test data
for w@Js of less than fl” sweep emd is coqared with experiment in
figures 5 to ll; ai is evaluated from @e low-speed data by method 1.
‘Ibisapplication is denoted method 3.
_— ———.
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kfdhOa 4.– me three+tlmmsional ?%mdtl tmmsformatim can be
extended to tldn, ‘kwqt w@q ly meems of Weisi3inger~sapproximate
~~ace theory of reference k, as expla~ in reference 3.
Lift-cmve slopes calculated ly Weissingerts mOthOa can be obtained
frm charts ti refermce 3 for a @de range of sweep engles, aspect
ratios, and tayer ratios. Because the Weissinger method calculations
were obt-ed for a section lifb-curve slope of 2TC (the thin-airfofl–
theory velue), Weissingerts method was not applied as a correction for
coqressibilit y to low-speed data. The calculated values are ccmpared
directly with eqerhent in figures 5 to 19 snd are denoted method 4.
RBUIXS AND DISCUSSION “
Comparison of J@eriment and Calculation
Four methods have been used to ‘predictthe variation of lift-curve
sloye with I&oh tier for finite-spsn wings. Figures 5 to 19 show
comparism between these methfi end eqerimentsl data obtained from
~-tunnel tests of wing models. Table I contains supplementary
information regarding the models and test conditions for the experhnental
data; this information was obtained fram references 8, 9, 12, 13, 14,
and unpublished tits. Table I indicates that, for models 4 to 18, jet–
boundary corrections were either applied or were negligible. All
corrections were applied in a similar manner to account for the effects
of boundary-inducedvelocity and blockage. Failure to apply corrections
to the data of models 1, 2, and 3 resulted in a slightly excessive
increase of lift-curve slope with lkch nuziberat high subsonic lkch
numbers. Application of the correction would, ti general, improve
slightly the agreement between theory and eqbrhmnt.
Examinatim of figures ~ to 19 shows that ti wing tests snd a+l
four methods of calculation field an tmcrease of lift with Mach nmiber.
!llheoryand experhent are, therefore,”h q~tative agreement.
Quantitatively,however, the agreement between calculation end expertit
is not uite consistent.
7
Such inconsistencies (figs. 8 and 10, for
example are to be eqected, however, because &El the calculations are
based on potential flow. Methods 1, 2, and 3 are applied as corrections
to low-speed test data which account for the low-speed boundary-layer
effects. If the Reymolds numler changes which usually accmpany Wch
number variation produce variations h the boundary layer of the airfoil,
an additional variation of lift-curve slope with Mach nuniber,which is
not predictable by the methods discussed herein, will occur. The marked ‘
difference between exper-t and results calculated by method 4 in
figure 6 results from the wing model having a full-span elevator with
an overhang and an open gap. When the variation of lift-curve slope
with Wh ntier was calculated by methods 1, 2, ail 3, the gap was
considered
slope. No
in terms of its effect on the low-speed section lift-curve
consideration of the gap was made when method 4 was applied.
—. .—— -,.—. —.———–--. — –—— —
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h general, of the four methods, methods 1 and 2 ccmqare most
favorably with experiment. Of these tim methods, method 1 which ticludes
a consideration of secticm thickness appears somewhat better than method 2,
particularly for small sweep angles. Method 2 gives less Increase of
liftaurve slope with Mach number than method 1. Method 3 indicates
even less increase of lift-curve slope with Mach number than method 2
and seems ‘tole h poorer agreemat with experbmnt. Method 4 indicates
an increase of lift-curve slope with Wh number less than method 2
but S~ to method 3. Coincidence of the calculations of method k
and experiment at lowl@ch numbers was not obtained as was the case with
methods 1, 2, and 3 because the calculations were aJJ obtdned for a
low-speed sectim lift-curve slope of 2Yr. “
The data of figures 5 to 19, either e~erimentel or calculated,
indicate that the variation of lfft+urve slope with hh mmiber decreases
as the sweep increases. Furthermore, a comparison of methods 1 and 2
qdicates that the effect of thickness upon the variaticn of lift-curve
slope with Mach number decreases with sweep, either positive or negative.
Practical Considerations for Method 1
- Becauae the agreement between experiment and method 1 seemed good,
a practical calculation procedure, based on the assumption that a lowL
speed lift-curve slope is ayailable for the finite-span wing under ccm-
.
sideratiom, is briefly set forth.for this method. The constant ~FA in
equation (10) can le solved for as follows:
Cia‘0%
f3iFA=
A– %3/m==It
where ~ is the value measured at sane low Mach nurriber.5e qmntity me
%is eval.uaed from figure k; whereas ~ is qvaluated from equation (1)
With p
U&
being used rather than I.L;that is, only the component of the
Mach n er perpendicular to the wing quarter-chord line is considered.
The value of K from equatim (lZ?)is an effective section lift-curve
slope for zero Mach nuniberappfiopriateto the w&g”for which the low-
speed data were obtatied.
The finite-span lW&curve slope end its vsriation with Mach number
for the wing for which K was evaluated can now be written
(13)
. .—..— —. — .——..— —. — —.-————
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33?no lowspeed lift-curve slope is available from which to evaluate K,
Weissinger’s method, which gives ~ at M= O (charts of reference 3),
can be used. If thOwing is effectively unswept (sweep angles of quex%er-
chord Me %etween &o), K approaches q, which can be detemined
from -ection tests, may of which are presented in reference 15.
The evaluation of ~ requires that the value of L be lmovm for
the particular airfoil.section under consideration. This parameter can,
of course, he calculated as &plained h reference 7; however, such a
calculation is often unnecessary because X has sllreadybeen calculated,
as a step in the pressur-stribution calculation, for a large number
of airfoila. Figure 20 shows the variaticm of X with thickness for a
number of airfoil series. The value of X in eqyation (1) should
correspti only to the airfoil hasic=thiclmess form (airfoil without
cember). Equation (1) is, therefore, independent of airfoil cam%er,
end figure 20 offers a very tide coverage of airfoils.
As explained h reference 15 there ere two slightly differing groups
of airfoils both designated as &eries. The older group shows the low-
tiag range follmmlng a comma sfter the number denoting the chordwise
positicm of nLl@mum pressure (model 1, table I, for example). AmOre
recent group of airfoils show the low-drag rsnge as a subscript to the
nuniberdenoting the chordwise position of,~~essure (model 6,
table I, for exsmple). The curves of figure 20 apply only to the latter
group of &series airfoils.
CONCZUSIOI?S
A coqsrison with exper-t of several methods of predicting the
lift of wings h subsmic compressible flow indicates the following
conclusions:
1. Khplen*s fommla for the effect of compressibility on the lift
of wbg sections is h gOOa agreement with exper=to
2. %miempirical formulasderived for finite-span tigs wee
with experiment better than previously derived theoretical-methods.
3. A slightly
a consideration of
better agreement
thickness in the
at small sweep angles results from
semiempirical formlas.
—- — .—— --
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4. Both experiments aml calculations ticated a decrease In the
veriatioh of lift @th Mach tier for increasing sweep.
Iangley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Adtismy Committee for Aeronautics
~ey Field, Ta., _ 6, 1948
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